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Priorities in this phase

 Computer for Asey school.

Medical health visit for schools

Solar lamp ( yet to be completed).



Computer 

A P4 system with accessories and table 

Worth 25,000/-

Transportation charges 500/- ( inclusive) 

Images and details already been sent.



School health visit (preparation)
Initially we planned to conduct health visit in 6 

different visits.

 Because of summer season and exams were about 

to finish we decided to do it in one go only.

By this approach we could save money which will 

be utilized for solar lamp in one of the project.

Mr Bacchav and his colleagues planned the school 

visit in effective manner.

We hired one cab for transportation of students from 

one school to a centrally located school where the 

camp was being held.



Continued…………

 Dr Sachin Palnitakar ( my friend sicne childhood) 

helped us by providing medications free of cost. That 

took care of free supply of medication to 250 students.

Initially we were expecting 5-6 doctors to be present 

for visit , but because of ongoing post graduate seat 

counseling , the number was less.

Dr Rupesh Pophale planned the visit and arranged 

for vehicle from Mumbai to Asey area.



On site……………

Dr Sandip Morkhandikar and Dr Shashank Kulkarni 

were work horses of this site visit.

They have examined >700 students in two days with 

out deteriorating quality of work.

For second day we purchased medication from local 

pharmacy shop who was considerate enough to reduce 

cost of medications .

Block development officer has appreciated our work 

and has given a appreciation letter which will be 

forwarded to you in few days.



Expressions of Dr Sandip after site 

visit.
Hi ,i never thought it would have been such a 

experiencing tour survey for me . i & shashank 

moved to a taluka place called Mokhada ,a taluka 

place in thane district very near to Gujarat border 

.i never thought such underdeveloped area will in 

thane district where no primary basic needs r also 

not available. that place was ASEY ,a very small 

village . few new things i got ther schools with 

hostels , sever water problems , 0%schooling and 

ofcourse no light . we reache that place around 

11.30 a.m.and immediatly started a camp.



after it what we both of us noticed that many cases of 

malnutrition not only in children and women but in men 

also .the level of addiction in women is very high .in 

between i meet with their local lab technician .he told me 

that they have reported a seropositive case from this area 

.this was really a shocking new for both of us . we also 

noted few cases of mitral regurgitation, 

microophthalmia ,a high level of genitourinary fistula ,also 

many cases of cataract ,  patients were very irresponsible 

for disease that they were having to a such level that even 

we were telling our one jeep will take them away to 

hospital still thy were refusing to come. It many sever case 

were in females . no body know there age,even newly born 

infants was not known to to mother .



there was a great deal of help from SANT 

GADGEBABA YUVAK MANDAL and Mr. 

BACHAV . after the camp we made a list 14 to 15 

very needy people who needs a must treatment and 

given same to Mr.bacchav. Also a thanks to local 

pharmacy for giving us drugs at low cost and the 

end they facilitated us with a shawl and a coconut . 

This was very hearty feeling .then we left to 

Mumbai.



Sant Gadge Baba Yuvak Mandal team 



Dr Shashank (left) and Dr Sandeep ( right) examining patients 



Eagerly waiting students






